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A guide on how you can
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Sarah
Whitehead
BA(Hons), MSc, Certified Clinical Animal Behaviourist,
with a passion for canine body language and facial expression.

About Sarah Whitehead
As one of the leading canine and feline behavioural specialists in the UK, I think I have the best job in the
world! I love working with people and dogs and sharing my passion for animal behaviour, body language and
positive training.
I am a full member of the Association of Pet Behaviour Counsellors (APBC) and the Association of Pet Dog
Trainers (APDT). I am a Animal Behaviour Training Council (ABTC) Registered Clinical Animal Behaviourist, and
a Certified Clinical Animal Behaviourist (CCAB). I have an MSc in animal behaviour and I specialise in
aggression, puppy development and canine body language and facial expression.
I have also written 25 books... and counting! Check out my latest book 'Clever Dog!', it has more than 100
5-star reviews on Amazon!

How I Got Started
People often ask me how I got started in the behaviour world
– and the short answer is that like so many other people, I owned
a dog with a behaviour problem!
Having discovered that good help was hard to find, I embarked on
a journey to find answers to my behavioural and training
questions, and was lucky enough to find John Fisher – the original
‘dog whisperer’.
Alongside his brilliant book, ‘Think Dog!’ John had written a home
study course – I took this, and the rest, as they say, is history!
That course is still running – updated every year and now with
DVD material – it’s now called ‘Think Dog! Certificate in honour
of John and his remarkable insights into dog behaviour.
The course changed my life – and I know it’s changed many
others’ too.
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Introduction
OK, first things first. Put the kettle on!
Once you have a nice cup of coffee, we are ready to begin…
I’m guessing that, like me, you have a passion for animals – and dogs
in particular.
Maybe, like me, you dreamed about working with animals, but were
told that there were no opportunities in this field, or that you didn’t
have the right academic qualifications to be able to follow your
dream?
Well, I’m going to tell you that not only is it possible to get a step on the ladder of your dream career, but it’s
also enjoyable!
So, my question to you is:

If not now...when?
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Is This You?
Always wanted to work with animals? Thinking of making that career change?
Were you told that you couldn’t work with animals?
That it wasn’t a realistic career choice or that you didn’t have the necessary academic qualifications?
Our courses (and students!) prove that’s not true!
If you are thinking of changing career to work with dogs and their owners, then it’s essential that you achieve
a good balance of both theoretical understanding and practical experience in actually assessing and training
dogs. (Check out Think Dog! Certificate and Think Dog! Practical – it’s a great combination that will get you
hooked!)

Sarah Recommends:
Think Dog! Certificate, plus Think Dog! Practical make for a great balance of theory and practice and,
for those that are really keen, we have developed Think Dog! Intermediate and Advanced.
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- Adrian Gould

Forward-thinking owner with a keen interest in behaviour and training?
Many of us who are practising full-time in behaviour and training started out by working with dogs of our own
– which either presented us with challenging behaviour, or which we wanted to train to a high standard.
Owning a dog can teach you so much, and of course, this is addictive! Soon, others start asking you how they
can train or help their dogs with problem behaviour, and before you know it, you are being stopped in the park
and asked to give advice.
At that stage, it’s hugely beneficial to study the subject you love – to confirm your own ideas and beliefs,
expand your own knowledge base, and be able to prove your credibility to others.

Sarah Recommends:

Most of our students start with the Think Dog! Certificate course. This is at an intermediate level
which gives you the opportunity to demonstrate what you know already and add to it with new
ideas and evidence.
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Vet nurse with a special behavioural interest?

- Amelia Wells

More and more, vet practices are the first port of call for owners seeking help with their pet’s behaviour and
training, and VNs and practice staff are perfectly placed to give them both ‘first aid’ advice, and to be able
to guide them in the right direction. As our programmes are online, the courses can fit into your busy life to
suit you.
Our courses will give you confidence in behavioural understanding that will benefit you, your practice and
your clients.

Sarah Recommends:
Think Dog! Certificate is an ideal option, or for those running puppy parties in their practice:
Training for the Future, Puppy Class Instructor course.
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- Keith Loughlin

Dog walker, groomer, home boarder?
You will already know that a healthy working knowledge of basic behaviour and training is essential in order to
keep control - and your sanity - if you are walking, grooming or boarding!
Developing your own skills when handling dogs, and being able to read their body language and facial
expression will not only enhance your working hours, but will also give you a deeper understanding and
enjoyment of the dogs in your care.
Educating yourself to ‘think dog’ will really set you apart – and lets owners know that they can have complete
confidence in your care of their pet.

Sarah Recommends:
Check out our Think Dog! Certificate ,or Learn To Talk Dog online programmes.
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- Michelle Maas

Already training, or assisting, and want to gain a recognised award?
At the moment, anyone can set themselves up to offer advice or training to pet owners. Set yourself apart
by investing in study and research, and by gaining up-to-the-minute knowledge on our approved courses.

Sarah Recommends:
Our courses Think Dog! Certificate and Think Dog! Intermediate are designed for you to express your
ideas and opinions and gain a recognised award which demonstrates the effort and commitment
you have put into your study of this fascinating subject.
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Working with rescue dogs or in a rehoming centre as staff or a volunteer?
We are passionate about rescue and rehoming at Think Dog!, and know that working with these dogs takes a
special kind of dedication.
Underpinning your experience of working in a rehoming capacity, the Think Dog! courses can help with your
understanding of assessment, temperament, stress, breed needs, and the behavioural impact of rehoming.

Sarah Recommends:
Want to learn how to do a basic risk assessment of a dog before even touching it? How to look for
warning signs, and signs of sociability? Check out what past students say about Think Dog! Practical
– held in a rehoming centre, in the heart of the environment where the dogs’ needs come first.

Ready to join us in sharing
our passion for dog behaviour?
Take a look at the full course prospectus:

www.thinkdog.org
Or chat with our friendly team:

01753 856 780
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Choosing
The Right
Course
For You
At Think Dog! we are aware that choosing an education course in canine behaviour and training can be a bit of
a minefield!
Many courses promise much, but it is important to know that they are offered by a professional and
well-recognised organisation, and that the course material is written and tutored by those who actually do
have specialist knowledge and are practitioners in the field.
The practicalities are important too...

Look for:
• Easy to follow, interesting information that’s written in a friendly (non academic) style
• Bang-smack up-to-date information that works in real life (not just theory!)
• Course notes and self-assessment as part of the course
• Video material of real-life cases to watch and learn from
• Book & resource recommendations, so your learning is as wide as possible
• Admin support from people you can speak to by phone or email
• Highly experienced and qualified behaviourists who are recognised leaders in the field as
originators of the course
Plus… the learning experience needs to be fun and enjoyable (and not like school!)
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Buyer
Beware!

Not all courses are the same. In fact, we have a problem in
this country that some of the courses that are on offer are
taught by individuals who have never worked in the field
and have no experience, qualifications or
professional credentials.
Because it can be a mine-field out there, here is my guide
to making sure the course you choose is up to the high
standards that you deserve.

Make sure:

1. The content and teaching fits with your personal ethos
I nearly cried when I heard that one course (still currently available) advocates rubbing a puppy’s nose in it’s
own mess in the name of house training. This is horrific advice. It’s horribly out of date and to be teaching
others that this is acceptable is downright damaging. If, like me, your behaviour and training ethos is based on
positive reinforcement rather than punishment, then you need to make sure that the course provider and
tutors are aligned in this way.

2. The content is up-to-date
Gone are the days when it was acceptable to preach the ‘dogs need to be bottom of the pack’ story without
offering a more up-to-date view. Dominance in dogs was once an accepted theory, but this is no longer the
case, so it’s important that any course you choose discusses all the most recent research and evidence which
supports a more modern approach to dogs and their training.

3. The course is openly described as part of a process - and not the whole
Of course, we all want to be instant experts in everything that we learn! However, in order to offer the very
best to people and their dogs, we need to embrace the fact that we must build on our knowledge and
experience with every step we take. Becoming an excellent trainer or behaviour specialist is not
accomplished in a weekend - it takes an investment of time, money and motivation to learn.

*Sarah to Advise on image*
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4. That the course fits your needs
Over and over again, we have students who come to us having spent a good deal of money and time on a
course which did not cover what they wanted to learn! A course may be brilliant, but if it focuses on sheep
management, or the breeding of zoo animals, then you may find yourself frustrated if what you want to do
is work with dogs! Make sure the course is specifically covering the content you want and need.

5. That you know who wrote the course and who tutors it
It sounds like an obvious thing, but you should know who is behind the course that you are taking. Courses
that are offered by big academic organizations may be excellent, but if you are someone who appreciates
personal attention then a more exclusive provider may suit you better. It also allows you to check out the
qualifications and experience of the teachers – after all, they really ought to be doing the job that they talk
about!

6. That you can get help and support when you need it
Many students find that they need help and support when they are on a course, whether this is to talk about
their progress, or even how to log on (!), and this means that being able to call or email a real person makes
all the difference!

7. That you know who wrote the course and you are aligned with their work
There is an on-going attempt to regulate the dog training industry in the UK, and while this continues, it
is important that any course you take fits with the ethos of the professional body that you align with.
Sarah Whitehead is a founder member of the APDT, and is a Certified Clinical Animal Behaviourist, a full
member of the APBC and a Registered Clinical Animal Behaviourist with the ABTC.
9 | ThinkDog!

HOW I GOT
STARTED
WITH OLI
JUSTE

Introducing Oli Juste, Behaviourist, Clever Dog Company And they say, "Oh, I don't mind." And then of course
Method Trainer and star of BBC TV series “Puppy School” within five seconds they're playing fetch with him
non-stop.
Oli lets us in to his journey into business, the highs, the
lows and everything in between
If you were to give us three of your top training tips,
what would they be?
How did your love aﬀair with training dogs begin?
The first one is to move at the dog's pace. Although
My mum's a teacher, my sister's a teacher, there are lots most trainers have got this, it's making sure that when
of teachers in my family and I think that training and
you have a client in front of you, it’s clear that we don't
sharing knowledge was always something that ran in my move at the client's pace, we work at the dog's pace.
family. It runs in my blood, I think. In my previous career,
I used to be Head of Learning and Development for a big Take a recent client where they had a seven-year-old
hospitality company. Learning was always a big part of
little girl, another 15-year-old daughter, and the mum
my life.
who was in her 40's. When they were training, the
schedule of their training was really interesting. We
Then, on the other side there's the dogs. Dogs and
were doing some lead walking and the little one was
animals were always around me. I'm from France,
rewarding every six or seven steps, naturally. The older
Normandy, and as a child we lived in the countryside
daughter was rewarding every 15 steps and then the
between three farms so we always had animals around
mother was rewarding every 35 steps as an average.
us, inside and outside the house.
You can see as the older you get, the more you expect
Then when we got Bernard, my dog at home, we just
from the dog! I made it clear to them that they need to
wanted him to be a better, happier dog. He wasn’t
be a little bit more random with their rewards and to
necessarily a very easy puppy to look after, really it was
realise it's actually not their schedule that's important,
looking online and in magazines, this is where I
it's just working at the dog's pace so we can make sure
discovered Sarah and the Think Dog courses: I read one that the dog is having as much fun as possible and
of her articles in Dogs Today.
learn as fast as he can.
You've already mentioned your own dog, Bernard.
What's his training forte?
He is very good at training people, as opposed to me
training him! He will get you to throw a ball within
minutes, the way he will just put the ball right in front of
you, and look at you and stare at you, there is no one
that can resist. I keep saying to people, "No, don't throw
the ball, he's going to have you, he's going to come back
to you."

I also like clients not to talk too much during training.
Simply because I'd rather they use their brain for
observing their dog.
It’s also vital for our clients to find which food their
dogs really love; it's not always the obvious choices.
You’ll find that some dogs will go crazy for a piece of
carrot, or cucumber, or apple. Open your fridge and as
long as the dog can have it, you should try it.
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INTERVIEW WITH OLI JUSTE

It's fair to say that you've achieved a great deal in your
training business. Have you got your top three
highlights that you would share with us?

What advice would you give to those who are either
just starting out, or thinking of setting up and
running their own training business?

Well first of all, thank you very much. I know it sounds a
bit clichéd but to make my passion my job is just
amazing. I think I can go to bed every night thinking, I've
helped a dog and the human enjoy their relationship a
little bit better. The second was more of a personal
realisation that...

I would say learn and practise. I think practise is so
important, whatever direction you are headed, even if
you just want to be a behaviourist, you have to be a
good trainer to be a good behaviourist and vice versa.

I CAN MAKE A GOOD
LIVING OUT OF THIS.
THAT I CAN PAY MY
MORTGAGE, BILLS AND I
CAN BUY FOOD IS
PRETTY AMAZING!
When that happened for the first time, that was quite cool.
I come from the corporate world and I was quite anxious
about making that jump from corporate to self-employed.
Then one morning you just think, "Wow, that's it, I'm
doing it." I've just given myself my first pay cheque and it’s
a great highlight to be doing it on your own. It's fantastic.
In my first year, I was really lucky to be very busy, very
quickly. As much as that was extremely enjoyable because
I was doing the job I loved, I felt really tired. Towards the
end of the year I felt that I didn't really care as much
anymore and I was a bit worried because people even
around me were saying, "Wow, this is not what you were
like six months ago."
Sarah put this so well in her CPD Programme, the Inner
Circle webinar about burning out, for trainers and people
who work with dogs and animals, vet nurses, vets
rehoming staff etc. She talked about burning out and
compassion fatigue. When I heard this I remember going
online, saying, what is this compassion fatigue? It was
what I was suffering from. This webinar couldn't have
come at a better time for me.
I looked at my diary and was like, right, I simply need to
do less. Now I take a week off every seven weeks and I will
only see dogs four days a week. It was an amazing
highlight to actually realise when the time came for me to
actually slow things down, I was able to do this. I was able
to look at my costs, my pricing, and to start to restructure
things to suit me. My business allowed me to do it and
continue making a success, without working crazy hours
and burning out.
11 | ThinkDog!

So, learn, don't stick to just one thing. Read as many
books as you can. Train your friends’ dogs. Also realise
that there are so many dogs in the UK, there is work for
everyone. There are so many people who need help,
you just have to go to the park, and you'll see lots of
people that need help with their dog. Bear that in mind,
because it will help you make that first step.
Also, being a dog trainer is not a job that's going to be
replaced by a robot. No machine can do our jobs. The
world we live in at the moment where waiters and taxi
drivers are getting replaced, you have automatic
Hoovers coming out, no machine will be able to train a
dog, so I think there’s a bright future for dog training.

“BEING A DOG TRAINER
IS NOT A JOB THAT’S
GOING TO BE REPLACED
BY A ROBOT”
If you are inspired by Oli’s journey, why
not start your own with the Think Dog
courses.
Start by visiting:
www.ThinkDog.org
It doesn’t matter whether you’re
just starting out or you have a
business in any aspect of
canine care already, what’s
more important is your
ambition and desire to run a
successful training
business, promoting
world class positive
training and creating
transformations one
dog (and owner!) at
a time.

6 Questions To Ask
Yourself Before
Enrolling On A Course
Be brave! It’s usual to want to feel that everything is perfectly in place before making the jump to start a
course, but life is rarely perfect. If you are waiting to have more time, to feel more confident, or to read more
books, then guess what… you’ll carry on waiting! Take action towards your goal.
To help you feel inspired, ask yourself (and make a note):

1. Why are you thinking about taking a course?

To broaden your knowledge? Take a step towards a new career? Give you a different view of your own dogs?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. What will it get for you?
Yes, the credibility is important, but more than that, what will completing a course do for you in terms of
your personal goals? Will it give you confidence? An increased level of knowledge? Achievement? Enjoyment?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. What are the essential components of a course for you?
Is it new ideas, fun research? Video footage? That it's online? That you can fit the study into everyday life?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. What resources will you need while studying?

Time, books, access to a computer, the chance to watch dogs…(whether your own or in a class environment,
or down at the local park…)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. What end result are you aiming for?

This one is personal. Ask yourself, what you would like to be doing differently as a result of taking a behaviour
course? Where will it take you? What would you like to be doing with the knowledge gained in one year’s
time?What would you like to be doing with the knowledge gained in five years’ time?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6. What do you need to do now?
Take action! Just one small step in the right direction…. After all, if not now; when?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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of highly effective
(and mostly sane!) behaviourists

Sarah Whitehead
Over the last few years, I have seen a
growing trend towards folks wanting
to become a behaviourist. Now,
while I (of course!) think that this is
the best job in the world, it’s also a
fact that the role isn’t going to suit
everyone.

I always think that somebody who
makes a great behaviourist is
someone who doesn't just observe
canine behaviour when they have to,
instead, it's almost like a
compulsion. I can remember even as
a child, watching dogs out of the car
window as we drove past them. I
So, what are the differences that
didn't have a dog of my own until I
make a difference? Which factors can was 14, but I was always obsessed
come together to create, not just a
with watching other people's dogs at
good behaviour specialist, but a
every opportunity; on TV, in the park,
great one?
walking down the street.

owner's feedback. The dog is the
expert here!

#2

THEY ASK QUESTIONS

I THINK THAT REALLY
EFFECTIVE
BEHAVIOUR
PRACTITIONERS HAVE
AN ABILITY TO ASK
BRILLIANT QUESTIONS

Inspired by the famous tome, “10
habits of highly effective people,” I
put together my list.

When you're starting out, it's
absolutely acceptable to have a
questionnaire that you go through
with the owner. People can
sometimes be a little nervous at the
beginning of a consultation, and it
can be useful to ask people basic
questions to settle them in.

#1

But beyond that, asking the right
question, in the right way, at the right
moment in the consultation, can
create an instant break-through. So,
although it's a little bit tempting to
go by your questionnaire, question
after question, really your
observations should be fostering
which questions you need to ask
next.

As an adult, that obsession with
watching dogs has not diminished,
and in a behaviour consultation, I
find that those observational skills
Actually, I could easily have written
are paramount. They will keep you
the top 100, but with ‘less is more’ in safe. They're also going to guide you
mind, I performed ‘strictly come
in the kinds of things that you ask
editing’ so 10 it is!
the owner when you're taking history
about the dog: after all, dogs don't
lie. Of course, I'm not for one second
making the assumption that owners
THEY OBSERVE, DEAR WATSON,
do (!), but sometimes, just
THEY OBSERVE!
sometimes, their version of the truth
might not actually be the same as
You're probably not surprised about the dog's version. So, for that reason
this because I bet dog watching is in alone, you need to really ‘ask’ the
your blood, like it is in mine.
dog how they are feeling about the
situation and not just rely on the
Career Pack | 13
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In fact, one of my favourite things to
ask owners is, "If I was to ask you
another question now, what should
it be? What's the next best question I
could ask you about your dog and
his behaviour?" This is because I feel
that owners often have all the
information I need - all they're
waiting for is for somebody to ask
them the right question.

#3

THEY FOLLOW OWNER GOALS,
NOT OWN GOALS
Now, I know that this one can be a
little tricky, because almost
inevitably, an owner is going to say,
"I just don't want him to do that” You
can fill in the blanks..
• I just don't want him to run off in
the woods.
• I just don't want him to bark at my
visitors.
• I just don't want him to be
aggressive to people out in the
street.
It's inevitable that they're going to
frame it in that way. But, when
they've said that and you've got an
understanding about what the issues
are, then that's the moment to try
and nail down what we are going to
train the dog to do instead!
So, "I don't want my dog to bark at
people in the street,” needs to get a
re-frame.
“How would you prefer that he
behaved when he meets people in
the street?"
Of course they're going to say to you
again, "Well I just don't want him to
bark."
You smile and nod and say, "Yep, I
absolutely get that. If I was to ask
you to form a picture in your mind of
how your dog would look in a
fantasy land where he wasn’t
barking, I wonder what that would
look like?”

Of course, I might not ask this in
quite such a direct way. I do try and
be tactful and subtle, but really what
I’m trying to do is get someone to
visualise what they would like the
dog to do instead. Once you've got
that down, your job as a trainer and
behaviourist is so much easier. We
can teach dogs (and owners!)
incompatible behaviours until the
cows come home – but first we have
to know which behaviours to teach!

The trick is finding out what that
reinforcement is. Why? Because once
you know what’s reinforcing the
behaviour, you can remove the
reinforcement, and influence the
behaviour very rapidly.

#5

THEY BLOODY LOVE TRAINING!
(Sorry Mum!)

Really good behaviour practitioners
are really good trainers. Training is
not the poor relation to behaviour
THEY ASK ‘WHAT’S REINFORCING work – it’s the very core of it. I think
THIS?’
that there’s a bit of an inclination
among some ‘academic’ behaviour
This one is really, really close to my specialists to overlook training. They
heart because every single time I see somehow think about solving
a dog with a behavioural problem, behavioural problems in terms of

#4

REALLY, NO MATTER
HOW SERIOUS OR
HOW TRIVIAL THE
PROLEM IS, IT’S
ALWAYS IN MY MIND
TO ASK,
“WHAT’S REINFORCING
THIS?”

neurochemistry and complex
differentials. But actually, good,
basic training using positive
reinforcement can help or even cure
a whole heap of really quite serious
behavioural problems. Apart from
anything, good, basic positive
reinforcement training gets the
relationship with the dog and owner
back on track, because it gives the
owner something positive to do with
As you know, I come from a positive the dog that sees almost instant
reinforcement training background, results.
and I don't want to use positive
punishment, or aversives, or
Positive, fun, effective training also
confrontation with dogs. I think
gives improved control and
that's really, really unimaginative. I management – and while that might
much prefer to look at a behaviour not be sexy, it is bloomin’ effective!
and say to myself, "That's amazing,
how did the dog teach itself to do
that? How did the owner or the
THEY KNOW ACTIONS SPEAK
environment reinforce it? What
LOUDER THAN WORDS
neurochemistry is involved in
maintaining that behaviour?"
One of the most common
complaints I hear from owners who
In other words, how is this behaviour have already been to see a different
being rewarded? Because you can
behaviourist is that he or she, “Didn’t
absolutely guarantee that
actually do anything in the
somewhere down the line, any
consultation.”
behaviour that is repeated is being
rewarded.

#6
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Now, I see this from both sides.
Careful behaviourists often don’t pet
or touch dogs much in consults –
because they can read when dogs
would prefer them not to, and this
can be misinterpreted by owners
who think you aren’t interested in
their dog! However, this is very
different from behaviour counsellors
who go out and see a dog and
owner, and will sit for two and a half
hours, endlessly chatting, taking case
history notes, commenting on all the
possible options of what might have
caused the behavioural problem,
what they might suggest… all
without taking any actual action at
all!

result. But, guess what? They don't
tell you!

For example, some people feel
socially self-conscious standing in
the park doing training with their
Instead, two months later, when their dog, others can’t cope with the dog
now pretty well-behaved dog learns in the home when it’s crazy busy and
to open the kitchen bin (clever boy!) the kids are running around. "What is
they jump on their phone and text
it that you're going to need from me
you immediately to complain about in the next six weeks to make this
his new bad behaviour!
work?” is what we need to ask in
order to make it work.
OK, I’m exaggerating slightly, but you
get my point!
THEY ARE FLEXIBLE AND
To get round this, I always book my RELENTLESS - LIKE A JACK
second and third sessions, follow-up RUSSELL
calls, and even subsequent emails
into my diary on the first
This sounds like a really obvious
consultation. To me, these are just as thing. You got out and see a client,
much confirmed ‘appointments’ and you come up with this brilliant plan,
My belief is that talking ain’t enough. are precious for both sides.
and you feel sure that the
No matter how expertly you conduct
implementation will be
a behaviour consultation, if you
problem-free. However, only three
THEY HOLD HANDS WITH THE
don’t take action, you are at risk of
days later when you speak to your
losing your client’s confidence and – CLIENT
clients again, you realise that your
most importantly – missing an
plan and reality don’t match.
opportunity to get that valuable
NO NEED TO CALL
training started, right there, right
Your owner has only managed to do
SOCIAL SERVICES!
then.
one out of the three things that
THE KIND OF HAND
you've asked them to do, and even
Even if it's just an attention exercise HOLDING I’M TALKING that didn't go terribly well. At that
where the dog learns to look at the
ABOUT HERE DOESN’T stage, a re-evaluation is called for,
owner for a click and a treat, or a
with the bigger picture in mind.
NEED
TO
BE
LITERAL.
scent work game to give the dog an
outlet for a breed drive, I think it's
It might be that your owners simply
In
case
you
hadn’t
realised,
resolving
really important that owners see
don’t have much time. Maybe other
a behavioural problem in your own practicalities have got in the way.
early success: a chance to see their
dog can be hard work, stressful and Maybe the plan was following your
dog succeed at something – and
time consuming.
with them at the helm.
goal and not theirs!

#9

#8

#7

THEY KNOW ACTIONS SPEAK
LOUDER THAN WORDS
Number 7 on my list of highly
effective behavioural practitioner
habits is that the practitioner
pursues feedback.

It can also be isolating and worrying.
Owners need ongoing support –
huge amounts of it in some cases –
and this needs to be the practical ‘I’ll
meet you at the park’ kind of
support, not just emails.

Even one or two changes in their
lifestyle in an average week is
enough to make most people say, "I
Here’s a reality check.
just can't do this on my own." I think
You've seen your client several times it's really important that we offer
clients lots and lots of support, and
and given all your help and advice.
that support is best provided in the
It’s all going swimmingly and the
format that they need most.
owners can see that the dog's
behaviour has really improved. In
fact, they're very pleased with the

Whatever the cause, ‘repeating the
same behaviour and expecting a
different result’ is a neat definition of
insanity – so being flexible and
changing the plan whilst never, ever
giving up is essential. Just channel
that inner Jack Russell!
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#10

THEY REINFORCE THEMSELVES!
This one might surprise you a little
bit. As a behaviourist and as a ‘type
A’ person too,

I KNOW THAT I CAN
BEAT MYSELF UP
WHEN THINGS DON‘T
GO ACCORDING TO
PLAN.
We are all wired to focus more on the
negative than the positive – it’s a
hang-over from our ancestors’
survival strategies where we notice
threat more than good stuff, but if
you don’t do things to counteract
this, I guarantee you will burn out.
When was the last time you said to
yourself, "Actually, you know, I did
that brilliantly, I'm really proud of
myself for how I helped that dog."
I know it's tempting to say, "Well I'll
wait for the owner to tell me." But,
that's a little bit like Andy Murray
waiting for somebody in the front
row of his Wimbledon match (who
actually supports the other side!), to
tell him how brilliantly he’s playing.
It’s up to us to notice when things go
right. Keep a daily diary, a folder or a
pin board on your wall and fill it with
personal successes and good things.
And don’t be shy about it either.
We should share this stuff, and look
at it often, especially if we are having
a bad day!
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So, to the lovely lady who emailed me
this morning saying she felt
compelled to tell me that my book
‘Clever Dog’ had changed her dog's
life, and that her dog wanted to say
thank you to me for the joy that they
now experience as a team, rather than
as adversaries, I salute you! You’ve
made my day :)

Ready to take your knowledge and
experience to the next level with an
approved Think Dog course?
Have a nose at the full course
prospectus and enrol here:
www.thinkdog.org/choose-a-course
If you’d prefer to chat with one of the
friendly team about which course
would be perfect for you, then drop an
email to:
team@sarahwhitehead.com
and we’ll call you!

TRAIN
WITH
SARAH
WHITEHEAD
Clever Dog Company Method
Sarah Whitehead’s flagship personal mentoring programme.
Purposefully designed for those who want to run their own successful positive
training business using Sarah’s remarkably effective methods, with individual
support from Sarah and her colleagues.

cleverdogcompany.com

ThinkDog! (And other courses!)
Whether you dream of launching a new career in animal behaviour and training, or
are simply fascinated by the subject, Think Dog! courses offer a chance to gain
education and experience at your own pace - via distance learning or attendance.
Inner Circle
The UK’s first online mentoring and CPD platform bringing together
and supporting trainers, behaviourists and canine professionals.
Inner Circle is where Sarah shares her brand new thinking and
theories as well as the best from the industry about all-things dog.

sarahwhitehead.thinkific.com

swinnercircle.co.uk

learntotalkdog.com

Learn to Talk Dog
Discover the secrets of dogs’ hidden language with
Sarah’s fast, fun and effective online canine body
language course or the second course, in the Learn
to Talk Dog series, Dog-to-Dog Communication.

Clever Dog Company

cleverdogcompany.com

21daystoacleverdog.com

trainyourdogonline.com

Come and meet our wonderful Clever Dog Company Trainers, get free
access to an array of helpful advice from Sarah for your dog, or stop
by our online shop and pick up one of Sarah’s best-selling books.

21 Days to a Clever Dog
The most effective online training programme that transforms your dog into the
Clever Dog he is, in just 21 days. Tipped as “The best thing Sarah has ever produced
for pet owners and their dogs”! You’ve got to try it to believe how truly brilliant this
programme really is.

Train Your Dog Online
Bringing kind, effective and life lasting training to your home so that in four weeks you have trained
your dog from the comfort of your living room (and kitchen…OK, and garden!). Designed for those
who want quick, easy and long-lasting results while having some fun along the way.
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Dog Behaviour and Training Courses with leading authority, Sarah Whitehead

Enrol on a Think Dog! course NOW by booking online.
Or, if you want to make sure the course is right for you,
pick up the phone and give one of the friendly team a call...

www.thinkdog.org
01753 856 780

